
Orientation et Insertion Professionnelle

dans les Universités du Liban, de l’Egypte 

et de la Syrie (OIPULES)



1. Description of the structure:

➢ One dedicated full time person to this job.

➢ A physical specific place with 10 computers (free access).

➢ A small library (free access). General books ( how to prepare 

a C.V. and Cover letter) and some specialized by Field.



2. The services that this structure is 

providing in the university.

➢ Help students to create their C.V. and cover letter.

➢ A career direct access on our website.

➢ Two Specific Billboards for career and jobs announcements.

➢ If we have some urgent jobs offers, we generalize it 

directly (we send it to the concerned faculty).

➢ Screen in the hall.

➢ Contact with companies, banks etc… to prospect and have 

direct relationship, who help our students to have more 

opportunities.



3. Impact observed (at individual, 

institutional, regional…) and 

Sustainability Prospects

➢ It has a very positive impact on companies. It answers 

some needs.

➢ Companies are getting used to the process. We are 

establishing a fluid relationship.

➢ Impact very positive on students: all students in ULS refer 

to this unit. It helps them for jobs and even for trainings.

➢ Not any regional vision or impact observation



4. Overlap or synergies between the 

structures in the universities.

Internal synergies:

➢ Synergy with the HR: very direct fluid relationship. Even our 

HR help us by providing trainings to the employee of this 

structure. The idea is helping him to be more professional.

➢ Synergy with our Communication Department: the objective 

is to see the better way to communicate with companies 

and to harmonize the job fair feedback.



5. Overlap or synergies between the 

structures in the universities.

External synergies:

➢ Inexistent: No exchanges with universities in the same 

program (at least now).

➢ No feedback on what is done outside Lebanon.

➢ No global future vision or projections.



6. Challenges / Obstacles encountered 

(propose solutions).

➢ No follow up on actions, to analyze and establish 

corrective measures.

➢ No feedback from companies on a percentage of 

treatment (number of candidates received and 

integrated).

➢ Some obstacles are economic or sociologic more than in 

the project itself.



7. Challenges / Obstacles encountered 

(propose solutions).

➢ Students are looking to leave the country and interested 

by international offers.

➢ The difficulties to identify the real career opportunities.

➢ The students still immature or simply with no experience 

at all (in general and no Practical skills, follow up attitude 

etc…).


